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1. Airport Planning Fundamentals
 Airport and Airport systems.
 Airport Components and Airport Planning Study.
 Airport system planning.
 Airport layout plan.
 Inventory and forecasting.
 Facilities requirements.
 Airport master plan and strategic plan.
 Land use and environmental planning.
2. Capacity and Delay:

3.

4.



Airfield Capacity and Delay: measures of runway capacity, factor affecting
runway system capacity, range of airfield capacities and capacity coverage.
computing the capacity of single runway, capacity of taxiway system, apron
capacity. characteristic of delay, computing of delay.



Demand management: Administrative Approach; Economic Approach; Hybrid
Approach

Terminal Planning and Design:


Overall design of passenger building: Specification of traffic loads; peak hour
basis; Shared use; Space requirements for waiting areas, passageways, baggage
handling and mechanical system; level of service and dwell time.



Detailed Design of passenger Terminal buildings: design standards; hot spots;
simulation; Behavior of queuing system; relationship between congestion and
utilization; peak-hour analysis.

Airfield Design


Geometric Design of the Aerodrome including runways, taxiways, turning bays
and aprons.



Obstacle limitation surfaces: Type A and Type B Charts, Obstacle assessment and
calculation of obstacle, Shielding principles, Hot Spots.



Design of Airport Pavement
-

Rigid Pavements; different method of design and software application.

-

Flexible Pavements; different method of design and software application.



Design of Airport Drainage.



Geotechnical investigation, testing and design data; field and lab testing.



Soil testing, Design parameter (c-φ), calculation of bearing capacity of soils, slope
stability analysis, retaining structures and concept of foundation design.

5.

6.



Rock mass classification system, rock slope stability, rock excavation and
blasting.



Design of STOLPORTS and Heliports including Obstacle limitation Surface.



Visual Aids for Navigation

Construction methods and Technology.


Different Pavement construction methods and Overlay.



Pavement construction materials and their testing.



Building Construction technology and structures.



Design concepts of Building structures, Towers, water supply and sewage system.



Recent Innovative Technologies for airport construction.



Structural Analysis of Structures and FEM.

Airport Operation and Maintenance


Maintenance Management System of Airport facilities.



Importance and challenges of Airport Maintenance.



Pavement Management Systems (PMS).



Assessment of runway surface condition, Pavement surface friction and tests.
different contaminants and its removal.



Pavement evaluation and several methods of conducting the test to verify the
structural strength of the pavement.



Airport operational management, co-ordination between different units and
service providers.



Airport emergency operation.



Disaster Response Plan.

7. Visual Aids for Navigation
-

Indicators and Signaling Devices

-

Markings of runway, turn pad, taxiway, aircraft parking apron, service roads etc.

-

Lights : Runway, Taxiway, Apron, Approach lights, Precision Aproach Path
Indicator (PAPI) etc.

-

Signs

-

Markers

8. STOLPORT and Heliports
-

STOLPORT - Physical Characteristics of SIOLPORT

– Importance of STOLPorts in the context of topography of Nepal, and their role in the
economic development of Nepal
-

Heliports - Physical Characteristics of Heliports. Obstacle Limitation Surfaces and
Requirement

9.

Project management and Administration


Inventory Control & Management



Budget Planning and Allocation



FIDIC Conditions of contract and contract documents.



National Standard Bidding Document, PPMO guidelines.



Procurement guidelines of World Bank & Asian Development Bank (WB &
ADB)



External financing and donor funding policy



International Standard Bidding Document



Terms of Reference (ToR), RFP, EOI, Contract Documents, IEE/EIA



Construction Managements: work Schedule, Preparation of progress reports,
Monitoring and evaluation, Quality control and Assurance.



Contract Dispute Resolution

10. ICAO Annex – 14, Annex 15 & Related Documents:


Aerodrome Design Standards and Classification as per International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO)



Aerodrome Design manuals and ICAO Annex- 14.



NOTAM/SNOWTAM, AIP & its revision process.

11. Airport Safety and Security
11.1 Aerodrome Safety Management System
-

Safety management system frameworks (Regulatory framework, ICAO
SARPs)

-

Safety Policy, Safety organization, Safety planning and safety Standards

-

Hazard identification , Safety Risk Assessment, gap-analysis.

-

Acceptable level of Safety, Risk mitigation and Safety Assurance

-

SMS implementation.

-

Runway safety programme, ramp safety

11.2 Airport Security
-

History of airport security

-

Basic concept of airport and aircraft security

-

Airport security programs

-

Access Control within and throughout Airport buildings

-

Vehicle Access and vehicular identification

-

Perimeter control for operational areas

-

Aircraft isolated parking position and parking area

12. ICAO Documents and CAAN Requirements
-

ICAO Conventions and state obligation.

-

Universal Safety Oversight Audit and Continuous Monitoring Approach.

-

Eight critical elements of safety oversight system

-

State Safety Programme.

-

Order of different documents i.e. Acts, Regulation, Annexes, circulars, and
CAAN requirements.

